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MODSECUR® MODULAR IT CONTAINER
ModSecurÒ Modular IT Container is a complete, prefabricated solution and an excellent option to ensure an
operational efficiency, not only due to its form of construction, but also by the modularity of its remaining
infrastructure. In this way, companies can adjust their datacenter to their real needs, without stopping the
infrastructure neither having a direct impact on the normal functioning of buildings.
Portability is one of the advantages of ModSecurÒ Modular IT Container modules, which gives the flexibility
needed for a datacenter solution. ModSecurÒ Modular IT Container is a sustainable and scalable solution,
ensuring that the customer's business is always prepared for the future.
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Example: TOP VIEW – integrated solution with generator set
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*- measures fitted for standard transportation – other measures by request

AIR CIRCULATION
Perforated steel sheets for air circulation.

Example of real ModSecur perforated sheets structure for air circulation
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SCALABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
Example of assembled ModSecur® Modular IT Container modules.

PERSONALIZED SOLUTION
The ModSecur® Modular IT Container solution, like all other Maxiglobal’s Data Center solutions, is
fully customer-centered, including customer logo painting, if desired. There is a specific reserved
area in the design for that purpose.
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